Study counselling at Schools

- Planning officers, study coordinators, study advisors of each School
- Contact information available on your programme’s Into pages
Individual study arrangements

- Each Aalto student has a right to reasonable individual study arrangements due to an impairment restricting their ability to study or other health condition
- Contact person responsible for your School’s/programme’s arrangements and book a meeting with them
- You need a statement of your condition signed by a doctor, psychologist or other expert
- You will receive a certificate for individual study arrangements – no private information included!
- You need to show the certificate to your teachers and agree on the arrangements needed
- Further information: https://www.aalto.fi/en/services/individual-study-arrangements
Guidance Counsellors at Aalto

Guidance counsellor can help if you want to

• evaluate your current study situation and explore alternatives
• discuss your future options, what you would like to do and what interests you
• clarify your goals for studies and working life
• talk with someone about your studies but are not sure whom to contact

Guidance counsellors are available for short discussions on Starting Point of Wellbeing on Mon, Tue, Wed and Fri at 13 – 15), but you can also book an individual appointment. More information at Into: https://into.aalto.fi/display/enopisk/Starting+Point+of+Wellbeing
Make choices based on what interests you, not based on what is expected of you or what other people choose.